
Year 11 

                             

Exam Week W/C Monday 27/11/23 

Formal school exams will take place during the week beginning Monday 27/11/23, the schedule below indicates the days and times when you 

need to attend school to complete your exams. You need only be in school on the days and times you have exams, the other days 

should be used for revision and preparation. Each day school will start at 09:00 and school buses will be available to transport pupils 

into school. Pupils will complete all exams in their normal class groups, and they will remain in the same classroom each day. There will be a 

short break after each exam has finished. School will end on each day at 12:45; there will be no school buses or canteen lunches 

available on these days, but the canteen will operate as normal over break.                                                                                              

Please make sure arrangements have been made to collect pupils from school at the end of each exam day.The importance of 

proper revision and preparation for all school exams cannot be underestimated as they provide important information to teachers concerning 

progress and understanding as well as a vital opportunity for pupils to judge their own progress and celebrate success. Please make sure you 

come fully prepared for each exam bring spare pens, pencils, ruler, rubber, and a calculator. 

                   Senior School Exam Week w/c 27/11/23 

       

Year 11 Monday 27/11 Tuesday 28/11 Wednesday 29/11 Thursday 30/11 Friday 1/12

09:10-10:10 Opt B-Art.2/BuSt/Join.2/Engi Opt A -Art/Join/Ccare/Lang/HSC/ Opt B-Art.2/BuSt/Join.2/Engi OptC-Engi.2/Geog/VHosp/MeSt Opt A -Art/Join/Ccare/Lang/HSC/

Hist/GHosp/PuSv.2/TrTo/HSC.2 PuSv/BCS/SpLe/XL Hist/GHosp/PuSv.2/TrTo/HSC.2 PeAr/Dsci/SpLe.2/XL.2/Join.3/Vhosp PuSv/BCS/SpLe/XL

EW/PT/LK/RG/NM/CQ/FT/GS/NH EW/PM/DC/RM/NH/JT/CM/PT/MG GA/PT/LK/RG/NM/CQ/FT/DS/NH MY/ML/CQ/CC/OM/FS/JT/RY/LK/DC GA/PM/KA/RM/NH/JT/CM/PT/MG

10:10-11:10 English 11.1-11.5/IT 11.6-11.9 IT 11.1-11.4/Sci 11.5-11.9 IT 11.1-11.4/Sci 11.5-11.8 Sci 11.1-11.4/RE 11.5-11.8 IT 11.5-11.8/LLW 11.1-11.4

NT/AH/FV/HA/SL/AM/SS/EJ CG/LW/DL/SS/BR/MW/GH/FS CG/LW/DL/SS/SB/MW/GH/FS FS/CL/MW/GH/LG/MS/TK/SK DL/AM/CG/SS/KM/JT/MG

11.30-12.30 OptC-Engi.2/Geog/VHosp/MeSt Maths Exam -AH (except 11.1) Sci 11.1-11.4/IT 11.5-11.8 RE 11.1-11.4/English 11.6-11.8 LLW 11.6-11.8/English 11.1-11.5

PeAr/Dsci/SpLe.2/XL.2/Join.3/Vhosp

MY/ML/CQ/CC/OM/FS/JT/RY/LK/DC MB/PS/FB/NW/CY FS/SB/MW/GH/DL/AM/CG/SS LG/SK/MS/TK/FV/EM/EH KM/JT/PD/NT/AH/FV/HA/SL

 

 


